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PREDICTION OF DOWNWASH :A~D DYNtiIC PRESSURE AT

. THE TAIL Fiio?dFREIbpL,I’GHT MEAsUREMENTS*

By E. Eu$en

.. S?3”MMARY

The present measurements form a continuation of ear-
lier flight tests published in a previous report (refer-
ence 1) for predicting the downwash at the tail of an
airplane. The method,makes use of the tail itself as
integrating contact surface to the extent that, beginning
from the measurement of the self-alinement of the elevator,
the mean .downwash angle and dynamic preseure at the tail
are determined. The results are satisfactory, provided
certain assumptions are fulfilled, The instrumental
accuracy is considerably improved if the elev’ator is
completely separate from the controls during the tests,
because the effect of friction on the self-alinement of
the elevator is then reduced to a minimum and a finer
elevator weight balance is rendered possible, The struc-
tural design of the push-rod uncoupling mechanism is
described.

The knowledge of the flow phenomena at the tail is
of great importance for the precalculation of the longi-
tudinal stability of a projected type of aircraft. I?or
the case of power-on flight, however, the only information
available, up to now, is almost exclusively restricted
to an appraisal of experimental research. For this reason
the investigations on this stibject are to be continued.

I. INTRODUCTION?

Ina previous report- (referencel)a flight- test
method was described for predicting downwash and dynamic

.-

______________________________________________________
*~lF3ugmessungen ~ber den Einf}uss der laufenden Schraube
auf Abwind,und Staudruck am Hohenleitwerk..! ‘Luft$ahrt-
forschung, vol. 18, no. 10, OCtober 27, 1941, pp. 345-351.
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pressure on the’.tail of, an airplane ..’.The two aeromechan-
ically important influenc.p quantities Uw and ~~1~
were obtained as average value across the tail span by
measurement ‘of the self-alinement of the elevator. Since
then, longitudinal stability investigations with free
elevator, afforded an opportunity for a further try-out
of the test method. Aside from that, the test data form
a contribution to the problem of wake characteristics on
the tail, since the elucidation of this question depends
the same as ever largely Upon the statistical analysis
of suitable experimental material.

II. TESTING PROC3D”URE

The downwash recording method is based on the set-
ting of a completely weight-balanced free elevator inde-
pendent of the magnitude of the air-stream velocity, on
the assumption that the tail consists of geometrically
similar profile sections. The mean angle of,attack of
the tail CXH then follows from the elevator angle ~B

that is to be measured at ‘

(1)

For ~R and (%H “in the region of steady flow the quotient

is a constant essentially. defined by the ratio of elevator
chord to tail chord. It” can be measured direct on aircraft
with adjustable stabilizer (on ground or in flight) in a
flig~t test, by determining the change in el.eyator angle
——----— -——--—. c--—.--—-- , —- ————

*The elevator angle is indicated with TR to differentiate
it from *he stabilizer ~ett’ing angle ~D-- relative to the

fuselage axis. For the rest the symbols follow the stand-
ard DIN L 100.

—. .—. ... . --- — , ,, , . , , m 11In In ml 1111■ -l 1
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for a predetermined stabilizer setting (that is, ctH
.

charige”).- B&t it must not be accomp.anie. ?-by.a,,ch%qngein.
the flight attitude itself and consequently in the.flow
at the tail - which can be accomplished by equalization
of the action of the-stabilizer setting with correspond-
ing displacement of the center of gravity of the airplane.
Ii further assumption of possible importance is that the
reaction of the stabilizer setting”on the wing lift arid
hence on the downwash distribution at the tail itself
as well as the effect of the change in height position
of tile stabilizer mass due to the setting, remains small.
It affords ..,.

This quantity has a value independent of the flight atti-
tude as tail constant at constant elevator moment (inclu-
sive of the special case M= = O) for a tail with geomet-
rically similar profile sections across the span. If
in any manner a given moment about the elevator axis is
produced, the elevator setting is then not only depend-
ent u-pen the angle of attack but also on the size of the
dynamic pressure at the tail. The tail hereby assumes
again the flight mechanically effective average value
from the ordinarily very uneven distribution of dynamic
pressure across the span.

Helmbold (reference 2) calls this average value the
efficiency factor of the tail. Jith the mean angle aH
known from the:previous d.ownwash measurement for a speci-
fied flight attitude, while qR is to be measured, the

equilibrium of the moments about the el’evator hinge at
a control force moment %t gives

where the average dynamic pressure is expressed by, the
\ ratio qH/ q multiplied by the tail constants

(3)

I ■ ■ I.., . . m. .,9 ,8. m..-,.., . ,, . ,.- ....— . .—.
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This factor K is not direct ly” determinable by fl$ght
mea s“urements; But in order $til%” to be able to i’ndicate
the absolute value of the dynamic-pressure ratio in full-
throt’tle flight, a certain assumption (that is, t@l ‘. 1)
must be m“ade for the value q#J of power-off flight.

The present measurements were made with the Messer- -
schmitt 13f 108 type airplane (fig. 1), the principal data
of which are as follows:

Gross weight G = 1235 kg

Wing -area ??= 16.7 ma

Wing loading G/F = 74 kg/m2

Wing span b = 10.6m

,,Aspect ratio A=%:= 6.72

Engine Power 30 = 240 hp

Power loading G/N. = 5.14 kg/hp

Wing chord at root t = 2.00 m

Mean aerodynamic chord at, distance 2b Zm = 1.685 m
fkom body center G

Incidence of wing with respect to fuse- ~ = 2°
lage axis inside and outside

Airfoil section - inside XACA 2416

Airfoil section - outside NACA 2413

Test range of center-of-gravity posi- xs = 0.288 to 0.505 Z
tions, referred to mean aerodynamic
chord

Position of thrust axis relative to
‘P

= 0.19 ~
lead-ing edge of profile at wing root

I

Position of plane of propeller before
‘1?

= 0.88 z
the leading edge of profile at wing
root
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Backward and height position of elevator
.>,.. ....“=‘-‘-r-e-la-tiive‘t~ot-mai1img..edge o.fp-rof.i1e .:.XE= 1.4651

at wing root ~H = O: g-r’”’

Distance of center of pressure of tail
(ZH/4) from leading edge of wing
at root

‘H = 2.06 Z

Elevator area FH = 2.73 ma

Effective elevator span = 3.096 mbH .

.Effective aspect ratio”of tail 5 ‘= 3,51
‘H = FH

FH
Ratio of areas ---

F
= 0.1635

q
Chord ratio ~H

-- = 0.425

Diameter of propeller II= 2.31 m

(More detailed data on the propeller are given in
a subsequent report.)

In conformity with the assumptions of the test method
the external aerodynamic balance of the elevator was re- “’
moved and the tail, as far as possible (opening for the
rudder!) ,given a constant spanwise elevator chord to total
chord ratio (fig. 2). The elevator uncoupling mechanism
installed for the planned longitudinal-stability studies
with free elevator was largely instrumental in the success
of the measurements; first,” because it enabled a fine
weight balance of the elevat’or about its hinge, second
it afforded a practically frictionless elevator balance.
The uncoupling of the elevator was placed in the elevator
push rod, as suggested in the previou’s report. The mech-
anism (fig 3) consists of’ t~o telescopic pieces and a
strong coil spring maintaining. a positive- connection when
couFled. The uncoupling of the elevator is accomplished
by a piston under 6 to 8 atmospheres air pressure, which
co~resses the spring and frees a length of 22 millimeters
for the mart of the push rod connected with the elevator-
operating l’ever.

This length of 22 millimeters corresponds,in the
present case, to a free range of elevator angle of about 10°.
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The end deflections are indicated, within the pushrod
across two contacts actuated by a cam.on the movable part
of the rod, in the pilot~s seat. The elevator is not com-
pletely free from external forces, even in the uncoupled
condition, because the weight of the push rod itself pro-.
duces a certain moment about the elevator hinge, depend-
ing upon, the longitudinal inclination of the aircraft and
the elevator setting. However, the most unfavorable case
f,ailed to disclose a measurable effect on the self-aline-
ment of the elevator according to an estimation.

Figure 4 shows the installation of the instruments
comprising two IIVL duplex recorders for dynamic pressures
static pressure, angle of “attack, and rotative speed! also
a pendulum banking indicator. The elevator angle recorder
was in this instance a mechanical recorder with very long
cylinder; the transmission between elevator and stylus

was chosen so as to utilize as far as possible the total
record height of 16 centimeters for recording the eleva-
tor range in question (1 cm stylus travel = 1° elevator
angle) .. The pitot static tube conbined with a dual-orifice
nozzle for recording t-he angle of attack was mounted to
an arm extending beyond the trailing edge for instrumental
reasons (fig. 5). “But the distance from the wing was not
so great that an influence %&i the test data by the circu-
lation about the wing tip could no longer be expected.
.Hence the reading error had to be determined by calibration
of the pitot tube by means of total head tube and static
trailin~ pitot. Because of the incorrect reading the
pressure differences recorded by angular pitot could not
be used immediately for d.eterm~ning the angle of attack;
hence the conventional method involving pa’th and longi-
tudinal inclination, with its inevitably greater inaccu-
racies, was resorted to..*

A given moment was applied to the elevator hinge by
means of a lead weight placed on the elevator trailing edge.
But , since the elevator moment is not constant by this
arrangement but rather varies. with the cosine of (~ + q ~ ~R)
thisf act must be reflected in the calculation of qH/q B
according to equation 3.

For the rest the testing procedure was the same as
@escribed in tlie previous report (reference 1).
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111. RESULTS OF TESTS
> ,.. .-..-.__~.

,,. . ,....
The effect of” t-he propeller rotati’ng-on the mean down- -

wash and dynamic pressure at the tail was obtained by.a. -,
, comparison of the flight-test data’ for power on and power

off* The original plan was to make the testswith feather-
ing propeller rather than in power-off flight so--as to ob-
tain a better basis,of comparison for the theoretically
defined downwash values. But due to failure of the arrival
of the necessary’ adjustable pitch propeller this had’ to be
temporarily postponed. The automatic wing slots wiihwhich,
the Bf 108 is normally fitted, were blocked in the closed.
position.

The downwash angle at the tail for one of theoperating
conditions follows, on the one hand, from the evaluation
of the measurement of the lift coefficient in relation to
the angle of attack,* and on the other, from the relations
betpeen the self-alinement of the free elevator and the
lift coefficient of the airplane determined at two constant
stabilizer settings. Neither the drag coefficients nor the
airplane polars are of themselves necessary for the appraisal;
they are but a secondary result of the ”measurements and were
merely included for the sake of completeness (figs. 8,9).
Despite the considerable scatter involving the evaluation
of the time rate of change in barometric pressure, a certain
amount of balance was still obtainable with a greater num-
ber of measurements. The scatter of the test points in
power-off flight attending the plotting of the coefficient
of advance against the lift coefficient (fig. 10) is due
to tk f~ct that, on one ’hand, every error in the ‘rotative
speed measurement reacts inversely proportional”to the
square of the speed when computing the coefficient of ad-
vance, and at the other, the engine in power-off attitude
reacts more sustieptibly to the state of the surrounding,
air. The angle of attack of the body axis aL at the
tail is obtained from the measurements with fully weight-
balanced elevator by the foregoing method and from the
definitions of the angles (fig. 13). It results in the
curve, shown in figure 14. The difference ctF -“ aL iS

the de,s.ireddownwas.h..a,ngle .,~, ‘plptted against the airplane
A’ngZe of attack UF Iti figure 15 for power on and power off.
-----..-.—_ =..—-—_,_ -.—--—-—-—-—-—s——-

*The angle of attack referred to fuselage axis at the wing
is indicated with a~ to differentiate it from that of
the fuselage axis at the tail aL.
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l!he theoretical downwash without wake effect is shown as
dashed curve. For the prediction of thess downwash angles
the lift distribution of the wing was defined by the
Multhopp m’ethod,[reference 3) on the basis of the given
structural. data. Thedownwash angles themselves were
secured by interpolation from the ‘design charts contained
in NACA Report No. 648. The oonsplcuons difference in
absolute values observed in the comparison between the
experimental downwash in power-off flight and the theoret-
ical downwash is largely due to the fact that the determi-
nation of the geometric angles on the airplane (angle of
setting of wing and stabilizer with respect to fuselage
axis) is possible only with a limited degree of accuracy.
The only essential factor for the stability contribution
of the tail is the slope of the curves shown in figure 15
in form of the downwash factor

i duw
Al=}l-—–

L daF1
This amounts to Al = 0.62 in the designated theoretical
case as against Al = 0.65 for the power-off flight test..
The stabilizing effect, of the tail is accordingly greater
in pow~;r-off flight than the calculation manifests. But
this difference is a mere 5 percent and likely to be due
to a drop in wing lift distribution which might be caused
by the effect of the rotating propeller and the fuselage.

The decrease in stabilizing effect of the tail in
full-throttle flight is perceptible, although not as much
as on the Klemm K1 36 A (reference 1). The doivnwash fac-
tor in full-throttle flight for the Bf 108 amounts to
Al = 0.52 in the middle po%tion of the curve and drops
to Al = 0.4’7 (~F = 10°) at greater angles of attack.
The tendency in power-off flight is the opposite.

Wool-tuft records during flight and observations in-
dicated that the flow at the wing root is steady in full-
throttle flight even at maximum lift coefficients (fig. 16).
Separation phenomena rather appeared first at the flap
trailing edge, while in power-off glide the flow separated
first at the wi’.ngroot at lifts above ca = 0.7 (fig. 17)$
consistent wit,h the incipient downva~d burvature of the
downwash curve. In a peculiar manner. this breakdo.mn of
flow is not reflected in the relationship of lift to an-
glq of attack (fig. 7).
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“The control-force moment applied at the elevator for
. determining the .dynam$c. p.res,s,u.r.e:.yas.O. Z82..m.k,g($ ..=~U =

nR =0). .:, , .,

The values qH/q K calculated from the measurements
for two, operating con.diticins disclosed the r’elationsllip
with the airplane angle of attack a? shown in, figure 18,
The prediction of the mean dynamic pressure ratio qH~q
for,full”throttle (dashed curve in fig. 18) was based
upon the mean value. qH/q K = ‘-0.075 ‘of the power-off
measurement . The variation of the curve indicates that
the tail strays out of the stream with increasing angle
of attack as reflected in the dynamic pressure data which
after an initial rise drop again at greater angles of
attack. The maximum value obtained was q /q = 1.25.
From the plotting of efficiency factor 7qH q and tail
angle ~H(~D = O) as function of aF (fig. 19) the
the tail quality factor (reference 5)

d(qH/q c@..——-..
daF

can tilen be determined; it amounts to 0.635 in full-throt-
tle flight.

The experimental results can be regarded as satisfac-
tory in every respect. On this favorable result, the
uncoupling of the elevator from the control shared very
considerably, since the reduced friction caused only very
little scatter of the test points compared to the approx-
imate size of the differences. in experimental elevator angle.

The independence of quotient . ,

from the flight attitude, which forms an important assump-
tion of the test method, prevails throughout the entire
experimental” flight range four the wetght-balanced elevator”.
The obtained numerical value of
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is in close agreement with model tests on tails with simi-
lar elevator chord ratios ~rj ‘H. In the measurements

for predicting the dynamic pressure at the tail, no con-

,,

A~D is to be expected,stancy of value since the moment

applied about. the elev,at.o,raxis varies with the longitudi-
nal inclination of the ‘airplane and with the tail angles;
The discrepancies, however, are not very great.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 2.. View oi’’’~lilalterations....
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F=gure 5.- Pitotitube at wing tip.

Figure l.- Experimental airplane Bf 108.

Figure 3.- Push rod uncoupling mechanism for elevator.

.

Figure 4.- Viewl’o+’iektinstruments in cockpit.
(a) dual recorder, (b) banking recorder, (c) time making

mechanism, (d) compressed air flask for elevator uncoupling, (e)
operation of weight, (f) instrument switch.
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I’igure16.-Wool tuft recordon inboardportionof wing ●t full throttle.
(a) Ca= 0.925 q= 8.4°. (b) Ga s 1.275 ~= 12.3°.
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Figure 17.- Wool tuft record on inboard portion 380

of wing at power-off flight.
(a) ca=0.74~ =7.20. (b) Ca =0.925 ~= 9.7°.%aH /
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